Instrumentation Process Trainer

Model: 120-IPT
What Is Process Control?
Process control systems automate the monitoring and adjustment of complex manufacturing processes to
consistently produce quality products. Used in a variety of continuous mass production industries, process control
systems allow a few workers to control a large number of complex processes with a high degree of eﬃciency.
Process control systems also improve safety, lower production costs, save energy, and decrease environmental
impacts.
What Industries Use Process Control Systems?
Process control systems play an important role in most advanced manufacturing facilities, especially within
industries focused on continuous mass production. Popular industries that rely heavily on process control include:
power generation, oil and gas, chemical processing, pulp and paper, food and beverage, biotechnology,
pharmaceuticals, semiconductors, plastics, petrochemicals, and water/wastewater.
What Types of Process Control Variables Are There?
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Process variables can consist of anything that aﬀects a physical or chemical process. The most common process
variables fall into ﬁve major types: level, ﬂow, temperature, analytical, and pressure. Analytical process variables
are often called chemical variables, because they involve chemical properties like acidity. Other process variables
include density, velocity, speed, stress, force, and weight.
Bayport Technical's Instrumentation Process Trainer (120-IPT) is a hands-on training unit for process operators and
instrument technicians. The unit replicates real-world operating equipment and consists of separate functions all
integrated into a compact, eﬀective unit in order to safely train personnel.
The Instrumentation Process trainer features a wide variety of industry-standard equipment, including: a magnetic
centrifugal pump; an acrylic water column; a tank; a 3/4 HP motor; four (4) loops with control valves and
transmitters for ﬂow, level, pressure, and temperature; an HMI touchscreen and PLC; a motor control center; a
pneumatic supply regulator and gauges; and standard operating manuals.

SPECIFICATIONS
Carbon steel chassis and supports with casters
High durability powder coating on chassis and supports
Industrial, 0-20 GPM magnetic centrifugal pump
6″ x 5′ acrylic water column
20-gallon polyethylene tank
3/4 HP motor
Cooler
Four (4) loops with control valves and transmitters: ﬂow, level, pressure, and temperature
Onboard DDC
HMI (touch screen)
Power control center
Distribution panel with main breaker and individual circuit protection (motor control center)
Clear PVC piping and PVC ﬂanges for four process loops, operating simultaneously
Pneumatic supply regulator and gauges
Engineering, design, programming, and calibration
Standard operating manuals

UTILITIES
Requires 120V/60Hz/1ph electrical.
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PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
Coming soon.

Address

Contacts

Bayport Technical
905 S. 14th Street
La Porte, TX 77571

email: contact@bayporttechnical.com
phone: (281) 471 1229
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